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GAME 1702 – Game Design II 

Paper Prototype #2 

 

OVERVIEW 

In groups of 3-4 students will design playable paper prototypes of games to be tested and evaluated by their 

peers.  

The paper prototypes will be played and evaluated in the following class session by your fellow students, and 

will be ranked on a scale of 1-10 for formal, dramatic, and dynamic elements. 

 

IMPORTANT: 

 

These playable prototypes should be considered physical prototypes for a video game.  This is not an exercise in 

building board games, it is an exercise in using board game technique to test your designs for a viable video 

game. 

 

What this means:  

-Do not use a checkerboard or a grid simply because this is how board games are meant to be played, instead try 

using a map and say the players can only move one inch every turn. 

-Start with the storyline first, not the rules and see what rules you can design around it. 

-Use any and all materials to make your player pieces represent what they are supposed to represent, use 

drawings, use clay, use puff balls, q-tips, pipe cleaners. 

-The message of the game comes first, the physicality follows. 

 

TOPIC #2 – Serious Games 

All aspects of formal, dramatic and dynamic elements should be taken into account and designed for as well as 

the medium speaking towards the message of your piece, but for paper prototype #2 special focus should be 

given to creating a game that discusses a serious topic in our modern world. 

Serious games are games that use this medium to confront important social issues.  Your game should fall into 

one of the following three categories. 

1) Edutainment & Training 

These games try to teach you something from a normal educational curriculum in a new and fun way.  How can 

you make a game out of learning Spanish?  Make a game out of learning algebra?  Make a game out of learning 

History or Biology?  Can you teach an army medic to triage patients more efficiently in the field? 

2) Medical 

These games try to treat serious illnesses or disabilities through gaming.  Can you make a physical therapy 

patient reach further by giving them objects to reach for?  Can you treat someone with a fear of heights by 

showing them this fear can be overcome in a game? 
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3) Outreach 

These games try to speak about important global issues.  Is there genocide on the other side of the world that 

people need to know about?  How can you teach students about the importance of global warming through 

gaming?  Is there a political candidate for the upcoming election that people need to find out more about?  How 

can you turn these important modern issues into a compelling game experience? 

 

IMPORTANT!  The important thing here is accuracy.  If you do not know how to treat a schizophrenic do not 

make a game to treat schizophrenics.  If you do not know proper procedure for combat medics, don’t make a 

game about training combat medics.  Research your source material and teach the material right, if you as a 

designer don’t know how to do algebra, you cannot teach someone else algebra through gaming. 

The two objectives here are: 

A) Make sure the game is accurate to the source material. 

B) Is it fun? 

 

DELIVERABLES 

A) Design Doc 

Each group must deliver a 2-3 page (typed, double-space) design doc outlining the rules of your game.  This 

should include: 

i. Game Title, Team Name, Team members 

ii. Overview 

a. Number of Players 

b. Target Audience 

c. Contents of the Game (board, game pieces, etc) 

iii. Core Mechanic (1-3 sentences) 

iv. Game Storyline (3-4 sentences) 

v. Objective 

a. What are players trying to achieve in the game? 

vi. Starting Condition 

a. Game piece descriptions 

b. Initial setup of the board 

vii. Rules of Play 

a. How can players move?  What can players do? 

b. What are the tweakable variables of your gameplay?  What numbers can you adjust if gameplay 

is not balanced, too easy or too hard? 

viii. Special Cases 

a. What are the states of the game that can’t be neatly spelled out in the rules?  What are the 

aspects of your game that your playtesters always ask questions about? 

ix. Win/Lose Conditions 

a. How does a player win the game?  Are there scenarios in which a player loses the game by 

default? 
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[For sample implementations refer to the board game rules linked to at: http://www.boardgamerules.org/] 

 

B) Game Board and Pieces 

Along with your design doc, teams should include all boards and pieces necessary to design the game. 

 

C) User Testing Analysis 

Each group must also turn in a 1 page user testing analysis.  Games should have several players (not group 

members) play their game, and provide feedback on what worked and what did not.  The user-testing analysis 

should document: 

1) An organized layout of related problems that players experienced… 

2) …and potential design solutions that would help solve each of these problems. 

 


